
 

4-5th TAKE IT HOME  
 VIDEO: Symphony of Science - We are All Connected (Sagan, DeGrassi, Nye)   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGK84Poeynk 
 

 Discussed and Illustrated the Emerging Life Timeline (on other side) 

 WONDERING QUESTIONS 
 How does knowing this impact you?  How does it make you feel?  (you might feel worried about 

extinctions?  Connected to something bigger than yourself, or a sense of wonder? )  
 

 How would you respectfully talk to someone about Evolution who believes it’s not true? (Perhaps ask 
about their sense of wonder and appreciation about some elements of creation- the stars, animals, how 
flowers grow – most earthlings share this sense of wonder.    If you really want to know what they think 
and have not set out to” be right” try genuine curiosity.  You might ask: I’m curious how you understand 
evolution?  LISTEN.  Ask questions of curiosity without an attitude of superiority, or hostility, because 
that shuts down any conversation.   

 

FAMILY TAKE IT HOME  
READ  BOOK: From Lava to Life: The Universe tells our Earth Story by Jennifer 
Morgon,  Summary: A history of the Earth, from its formation through the appearance of mammals 

and the extinction of the dinosaurs, in the form of a story told by the universe itself to an Earthling.            
It covers this  timeline   

MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO 
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Explore further visuals   
 Shapes of Bacteria https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-various-shapes-of-bacteria 

 Eukaryote https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/_0/endosymbiosis_03 

 Life on Earth graphic http://www.dailyinfographic.com/evolution-life-on-earth-is-one-big-extended-
family-infographic 

 

WHY We learn about these things because of our faith  both our Unitarian Universalist PRINCIPLES- in particular: 
  # 3 We should accept one another and search for what is true ‘ 

# 7 We care for our planet, the home we share with all living things. 
 

ASK which of our Sources did we touch on today?  
Unitarian Universalists find inspiration from SIX SOURCES:  

 the sense of wonder we all share. 

 women and men long ago and today — people whose lives remind us to be kind and 
fair. 

 the ethical and spiritual wisdom of the world’s religious. 

 Christian and Jewish teachings which tell us to love all others as we love ourselves. 

 the use of reason and the discoveries of science. 

 the harmony of nature and the sacred circle of life.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGK84Poeynk
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-various-shapes-of-bacteria
https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/_0/endosymbiosis_03
http://www.dailyinfographic.com/evolution-life-on-earth-is-one-big-extended-family-infographic
http://www.dailyinfographic.com/evolution-life-on-earth-is-one-big-extended-family-infographic
http://www.goodreads.com/work/editions/660005-from-lava-to-life-the-universe-tells-our-earth-s-story-sharing-nature


 

EMERGING  EARTH  – A TIMELINE (by Paula Hendrick http://thegreatstory.org/timeline-hendrick.pdf ) 
 

  13 billion years ago In a great flash, the Universe flares forth into being. We call this the 
Big Bang, or the Great Radiance. All the energy that will ever exist erupts from a point 
smaller than a grain of sand. Space-time itself unfurls and expands.  
 

 11 billion years ago  One hundred billion galaxies take shape, including our Milky Way, 
each with tens of billions of stars.  
 

 4.6 billion years ago    Our Sun ignites within a swirl of gas and particles from a 
supernova explosion.  
 

 4.5 billion yrs agoThe swirling particles form planets, asteroids & comets; Earth is born. 
 

 4 billion years ago       As Earth cools, rain falls, and oceans form.  
 

 3.9 billion years ago     Earth comes to life as the first cells emerge, deep in the ocean.  
 

 3.6 billion years ago  Blue-green bacteria capture the energy of sunlight with 
photosynthesis, which releases oxygen. Over time oxygen makes the sky and sea turn 
blue, and microscopic life flourishes in all waters of the planet.  

 

 540 million years ago    The first animals emerge. Life transforms minerals to make 
shells for protection.  
 

 400 million years ago       Fishes with jaws appear.  
 

 200 million years ago       Dinosaurs explore the limits of great size and speed, and also 
care for their young. Archeopteryx, the first birds with feathers and teeth, take flight.  
 

 100 million years ago         Flowers and insects coevolve in a dance of pollination.  
 

 65 million years ago           A huge asteroid collides with Earth in the Gulf of Mexico. 
North America erupts in flames. Earth grows cold. Dinosaurs go extinct.  
 

 40 million years ago        Mammals, whose young learn by playing, thrive. Ancestors of 
the whales return to the sea.  
 

 100,000 years ago     Humans emerge on the plains of Africa; Earth begins to speak.  
 

 40,000 years ago      People begin to create cave paintings.  
 

 50 years ago    Astronauts stand on the moon and watch the Earthrise; Earth watches 
herself from space. 

 Present Using the Hubble Space Telescope, we look into deep space and back toward 
the beginning of time. We watch as our Great Story unfolds. 

 

http://thegreatstory.org/timeline-hendrick.pdf

